Memorandum
Date: May 23, 2022
To: Budget Committee Members
From: Vicki Silvers, Assistant Finance Director
Subject: May 25 Budget Committee Meeting Materials
Attached to this memo are the following materials for your meeting on Wednesday, May 25.
•
•
•
•

Agenda for May 25, 2022 Budget Committee meeting
Minutes from the May 18, 2022 meeting
Draft Budget Committee motions
Updated Information Requests Memo

A direct link to these and other Budget Committee meeting materials can be found at
https://www.eugene-or.gov/2517/Budget-Meeting-Materials. This link will be updated with
these materials the morning of May 25.
Please review the draft minutes from the 5/18/2022 Budget Committee meeting. If you have
any edits to the minutes, please send them to Abby Alway electronically at AAlway@eugeneor.gov prior to the meeting on Wednesday and she will compile a list of changes for the
Committee’s review and approval.
We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday. Please reach out to me If you have questions
about the packet or the meeting, if you know that you will not be attending the meeting or
need other help.

AGENDA
EUGENE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Wednesday, May 25, 2022
Zoom Meeting*
5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

I. Welcome
Tai Pruce-Zimmerman, Budget Committee Chair

5:30 – 5:35 p.m.

II. Minutes Approval
Tai Pruce-Zimmerman, Budget Committee Chair

5:35 – 5:40 p.m.

III. Public Comment

5:40 – 6:10 p.m.

IV. Budget Committee Deliberation and Action on FY23 Proposed Budget
Tai Pruce-Zimmerman, Budget Committee Chair

6:10 – 7:25 p.m.

V. Recognition of Service
Tai Pruce-Zimmerman, Budget Committee Chair

7:25 – 7:30 p.m.

Adjourn

7:30 p.m

This meeting will be held remotely using virtual meeting technology. Information about online or other
options for access and participation will be available at https://www.eugene-or.gov/3360/Webcasts-andMeeting-Materials

MEETING MINUTES
Eugene Budget Committee Meeting
Zoom Meeting
5:30pm, Wednesday, May 18, 2022

Committee Member Attendance:
 Councilor Clark
Councilor Evans
 Councilor Groves
 Councilor Keating
 Councilor Semple
 Councilor Syrett
Councilor Yeh
• Councilor Zelenka

Guests:










Siobhan Cancel
Rayna Jackson
Jon Jasper
Eliza Kashinsky
Ryan Kounovsky
Ryan Moore
Tai Pruce-Zimmerman
Katherine Ryan

City Manager Sarah Medary
CALL TO ORDER

Chair Tai Pruce-Zimmerman called the meeting to order at 5:34pm.

I.

[5:35 pm] Welcome

II.

Chair Pruce-Zimmerman welcomed all participants to the meeting, outlined the agenda, and
acknowledged the privilege of being able to attend these meetings.

[5:36 pm] Minutes Approval

Chair Pruce-Zimmerman indicated that the Budget Committee meeting minutes from May 11,
2022 need to be approved.
III.

Eliza Kashinsky, seconded by Councilor Groves, moved to approve the meeting minutes.
VOTE PASSED 11:0; Ryan Moore abstained
[5:40 pm] Public Comment Period

Jacob Trewe, Ward 1, commented that the budget is a moral document and does not agree
with the allocation of $10M to the police budget, and believes that the money could be used
for something better.

Sean Shivers commented on his experience with CAHOOTS while working at a drug treatment
facility, and that investing in CAHOOTS will have a large downstream effect on all service
providers.

IV.

[5:46pm] Councilor Semple joined the meeting.

[5:46pm] Presentation on the Urban Renewal Agency
Anne Fifield, Economic Development Planner, presented on the status of the Downtown
Urban Renewal District, and Amanda D’Souza, Business Development Analyst, presented on
the Riverfront Urban Renewal District.
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V.

Committee Discussion
• Councilor Syrett expressed appreciation for these projects and the wayfinding project.
• Councilor Groves commented that the upcoming council work session discussion on
urban renewal districts will be important, and that he is interested in the potential for a
new urban renewal district along transportation corridors to help with low-income and
affordable housing along transit lines.
• Councilor Clark expressed interested in creating new urban renewal zones along 6th and
7thand Highway 99. He asked for clarification on when the riverfront district will be paid
off in full and how money is handled when the district sunsets as well as how long it
would take to pay off debt of $25M if the City were to extend money to the Riverfront
District.
• Katharine Ryan asked if it is common practice for urban renewal districts to end, be
extended, or have a new one put in place.
• Eliza Kashinsky asked about the projects approved in the original plan that won’t be
completed by the time the URAs sunset.
• Ryan Moore asked how tax increment financing works and commented, based on his
understanding of urban renewal district taxing, that the larger community is not
benefitting from those revenues, and that it would be difficult to set up more urban
renewal districts due to the sacrifice of short-term revenue.
• Councilor Clark commented that building in urban renewal districts brings in more taxes
in the future which could be used in the district to pay back for the borrowing of the initial
money to build it. He also discussed utilizing the former EWEB administration building on
the river for City Hall.

VI.

[6:36pm] Presentation on the Community Safety Initiative

[6:26pm] Call for 10-minute break

Jeremy Cleversey, CSI Project Manager, presented on the Community Safety Initiative (CSI).
He was joined by Craig Smith, Recreation Services Director, Fire Chief Scott Cockrum, and
Police Chief Chris Skinner, who each spoke on specific CSI strategies. In addition, Chief
Skinner presented 2021 CAHOOTS response data.

Committee Discussion
• Councilor Syrett shared appreciation on the level of staff dedicated to working with youth
in this initiative and for the dedicated funds to physical and mental health of officers.
• Ryan Konouvsky asked how much the Police department is engaging with local school
districts, when the timeline for the study for Alternative Response Study will be
completed, what the difference is between community service officers and traditional
police officers, how types of calls for service are in proportion to the total number of calls.
• Councilor Clark commented on the school resource officers’ program, and about the
ability of CAHOOTS to meet their 36-hour contract.
• Tai Pruce-Zimmerman asked where he could get more detailed information on youth
prevention services and commented on the CAHOOTS program.
• Katharine Ryan asked about the grants used for youth prevention services, whether the
City is currently able to meet the need, and whether there is a visual difference between
the community service officers and police officers.
• Siobhan Cancel asked if community service officers carry guns, what programs and
services are going towards youth prevention, clarifying questions about the CAHOOTS call
data, and commented on the school resource officers’ program.
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VII. [7:45pm] Budget Committee Discussion – Round Robin
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jon Jasper commented on the use of the former EWEB admin building as a City Hall.
Councilor Clark commented on the school resource officers’ program.
Siobhan Cancel asked how long EPD stays at a call once CAHOOTS is on site and suggested
that a future youth program could include introducing children of color to the police
department.
Ryan Kounovsky commented that in the future, understanding data on how we are using
resources in the best way for public safety in our community would be helpful in order to
be good stewards of public funds.
Eliza Kashinsky asked about inflation rates used in the budget and with contracts and how
escalators in personnel heavy contracts are addressed.
Councilor Syrett commented on the use of the LCC downtown building as a City Hall and
the school resource officers’ program.
Katharine Ryan commented that she is still planning on presenting a motion related to
CAHOOTS and commented on community safety officers.
Ryan Moore asked for clarity on camp clean ups, park clean up, enforcement, and
community focused patrols as referenced on page 38 of the budget document.
Tai Pruce-Zimmerman commented on youth interactions with law enforcement and safety
structure, referenced a report from 2020 on the Lane County Juvenile Justice System, and
commented on the CAHOOTS program.
Eliza Kashinsky commented on urban renewal funding and how the taxes can be used.
Councilor Clark commented on urban renewal funding and potential items to consider in
evaluating the downtown LCC building as City Hall.
Siobhan Cancel expressed appreciation for the affordable housing in the urban renewal,
asked how much was spent on advertising for EPD recruiting and the rate of return, and
whether some PSA funds could be spent to promote understanding of the community
safety officer program.

VIII. [8:21pm] Wrap-up and Next Steps
Chair Pruce-Zimmerman concluded the meeting with the following statements:
•
•
•

•

ADJOURN

The final meeting on May 25th includes motions and public comment.
If you have questions, or need help crafting motions, email Vicki Silvers.
Staff will compile all submitted motions and provide in budget committee meeting
packets. The same basic motion process used last year will be used this year.
Please have all motions submitted to Vicki Silvers or Twylla Miller by Monday morning
so there is time to compile and communicate the order of the agenda.

Chair Pruce-Zimmerman adjourned the meeting at 8:23pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Abby Alway, Project Manager, Priority Based Budgeting Initiative Project Manager, Finance Division
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Budget Committee Draft Motions for FY23 Budget
From Councilor Semple
$310,000 for Portland Loo
Motion:
Move to recommend that the city manager add $300,000 from ARPA reserves for the purchase and
installation of a Portland Loo downtown and $10,000 ongoing for operational costs, funded by the
Reserve for Revenue Shortfall and included in the base budget beyond FY23
Rationale:
Every Road Trip Needs a Potty Stop

Finding a public restroom downtown is a challenge. Right now, there is one, sometimes there have
been none. We’ve tried different solutions — rehabbing the Overpark facilities, a colorful trailer,
porta-potties in different places — but, with problems such as vandalism, overstuffed plumbing,
crime, etc., they didn’t work. The Loo does. It’s well-lit, tough, ADA accessible, has adequate
plumbing, a place for handwashing (Covid, etc.), and a sharps box. It’s easily washed and is graffitiproof with artwork on the inside walls. The dark gray exterior blends in and doesn’t make a
spectacle of itself. People are using it. It’s a success and emails of outrage from neighbors have
decreased.

We’re trying hard to keep downtown alive and safe, accessible for everyone, and nice enough to
attract people from all over the City to live, work, and (someday) shop. For the health, hygiene, and
dignity of our community, everyone needs a place to go.

Water and sewer are on the approved ARPA(tunity) list and we have more than the $300k needed
for the infrastructure. One-time money for one-time investment. Ongoing operational costs
($10k/year) are low because there already is staffing downtown. The ongoing costs would be paid
from the Reserve for Revenue Shortfall now and included as part of future budgets.

I am not including a location so as not to eliminate any preferable choices, but I think the
intersection of Olive and 10th could be an excellent spot. There’s lots of eyes on the street, it would
take pressure off the library and be convenient for the many (and we hope more) bus riders. One
block over, at Olive and W. Broadway, there is an active bar scene at night (Barmuda), with,
potentially, many patrons.
Please support this motion.

From Katharine Ryan

CAHOOTS Workforce Stabilization
Motion:
Move to recommend that the City Council direct the City Manager to assist in stabilizing the
alternative response services workforce, including, at the City Manager’s discretion, using at least

half of $175,000 in ARPA funds allocated for “alternative response service implementation” to
assist in stabilizing the CAHOOTS workforce. And request that the Budget Committee receive an
update regarding the status of this recommendation within 6 months.

Rationale:
During the budget cycle last year, and again this year, CAHOOTS has come to the Budget Committee
asking for our help in stabilizing the important service they offer in our community. The base
contract for CAHOOTS is for 31 hours of service. Last year the budget including one-time funds to
maintain the additional 5 hours that they have been receiving one time funds for in the last several
years. There still was not, however, funds made available to them for the specific requests they
brought to us about stabilization.

The 22-23 proposed budget includes $161,732 in CSI funds for CAHOOTS expansion. This funding
would provide a pathway for ongoing support for the additional service hours beyond the base
contract. This would allow CAHOOTS to operate at this service level in Eugene without losing
money for providing the service. Even with this increase, CAHOOTS still costs the City only roughly
$1 million per year for the critical, compassionate, and skilled service they provide.

While this is a huge and meaningful step forward, it does not address the stabilization concerns that
they have continued to raise and ask for support with. CAHOOTS has been transparent that in order
to continue to be able to reliably provide service at this level, they need to be able to implement
additional strategies to support staff. And that if there is any desire to increase service beyond 36
hours, this stabilization would need to happen first.
In crafting a motion in response to this request, there were some technical pieces that led to the
motion being shaped the way it is. Because there is an existing contract in place, a motion to
increase the amount that the City is paying for these contracted services is, essentially, a motion
directing an amendment to the City’s contract with CAHOOTS. Such a motion is beyond the
authority of the Budget Committee. Taking that into account, this proposed motion provides
flexibility in how the City would assist CAHOOTS in its stabilization efforts, while providing a level
of direction appropriate to the level of detail in the current contract about what the funds should be
used for. Also, the motion does not propose any changes to the FY23 Budget, but rather is a
recommendation on how to spend ARPA funds already included in the proposed budget (under the
heading of “Community and Organizational Investments”) for “alternative response
implementation.”
Passing this motion, with subsequent action by City Council, would signify the importance of
providing much needed support for the next year for CAHOOTS to recruit and retain staff in the last
year of their current contract. As we all know, the environment has changed considerably since the
contract was first signed. Next year I look forward to hearing about the outcome of the negotiations
for a new contract and how that will fit in the context of a two-year budget. For this year, we have
an opportunity to recommend that steps be taken to assist in stabilizing, at a very modest level, this
important service.

FY23 Budget Committee Recommendation Motions:
City of Eugene (COE)
Move that the Budget Committee recommend to the Eugene City Council the FY23 Budget
for the City of Eugene that consists of the City Manager's Proposed FY23 Budget, including
the property tax levies and/or rates contained therein, amended to reflect appropriations
for prior year encumbrances and prior year capital projects with the following
amendments:

Urban Renewal Agency (URA)

Move that the Budget Committee recommend to the Eugene City Council, acting as the
Urban Renewal Agency Board of Directors, the FY23 Budget for the Eugene Urban Renewal
Agency that consists of the City Manager's FY23 Proposed Budget, including the property
tax levies and/or rates contained therein, amended to reflect appropriations for prior year
encumbrances and prior year capital projects.

Memorandum
Date:

To:

From:

May 23, 2022

Budget Committee

Vicki Silvers, Assistant Finance Director

Subject: Information Request

This memo includes responses to unanswered questions received from the Budget Committee since the
March 9, 2022 Budget Committee meeting. Responses to all questions asked to date are included in this
memo. Questions from the May 18 meeting start at number 34.

Questions from March 9, 2022 Budget Committee Meeting
#

1

Date
Requested

3/9/2022

BC
Member

Semple

Question/Information Request

Councilor Semple asked that the presentation page
showing the one-time investments chart be shared
with her so that she can review it in more depth.

Department

Central
Services

The FY22 Adopted Budget one-time investments table in the slideshow presented to the Budget
Committee came from here (with the ongoing items removed):

https://city-eugene-or-budget-book.cleargov.com/2897/introduction/general-fund-changes
2

3/9/2022

Jackson

Has Comcast provided any indication about the $1M
for right-of-way use fees for non-cable services; are
they appealing or seeking to stop payment?

Central
Services

The City Attorney's Office has not received any information from (or about) Comcast that indicates it
intends to stop paying the $1M for right-of-way use fees for non-cable services.
3

3/9/2022

K. Ryan

Was there was a response the question from the last
Budget Committee meeting about whether additional
detail can be provided in the meeting notes?

Central
Services

As part of budget reductions during the Great Recession, the City’s minutes recorder service
ended. Rather than providing detailed minutes, a new protocol began in which the written
minutes captured major decisions that occurred during a meeting. These abbreviated minutes
are intended to be used along with webcast recordings to provide a record of meeting activity.

Current staffing levels are not sufficient to provide in-depth meeting minutes for the committee.
We will try to add more context to the committee’s conversation and public’s comments.
4

3/9/2022

Kounovsky How will ongoing evaluation take place and who will
- via email do that work? How often will evaluations take place?

Central
Services

Evaluation will be developed during our implementation process and we anticipate evaluation to occur as
part of our budget process (every 2 years). Staff will work to develop evaluation criteria based on Council
goals, strategic plans, and/or master plans. Conducting the evaluation will depend on the measurement
and instrument used.
5

3/9/2022

Kounovsky How are impacts to the community measured?
- via email

Central
Services

Kounovsky What level or type of "dependent variable" will be
- via email studied on the impacts of independent budgets actions
and the community?

Central
Services

Kounovsky How much does revenue capture factor into
- via email budgeting?

Central
Services

Kounovsky How much does reallocation change over time? Is
- via email there a ramp down period?

Central
Services

Similar to the answer above, we will develop measurements during our implementation process. We
expect the organization-wide strategic work we are planning will result in some action items that will be
measurable. Our goal is to develop ways to measure achievement on goals as part of our full process.
6

3/9/2022

Once we have completed the strategic planning process we will know more about what impacts we aim to
make with the budget and services we offer.
7

3/9/2022

We will capture program revenue during the inventory process and is taken into consideration as part of
the scoring process staff will conduct.
8

3/9/2022

It depends on the result we are trying to achieve and the program change. There may be some program
funding that can be re-allocated easily without much disruption, other efforts like new revenue streams
or partnerships that could take time to develop and implement.
9

3/9/2022

Kounovsky Would you recommend hiring more grant writers to
- via email showcase efficiencies realized using PBB?

Central
Services

Kounovsky Is this a form of expenditure controlled spending that
- via email provides discretionary spending at the department
level or will we still be able to see detail on budget
appropriations?

Central
Services

This is not something we have discussed as part of the implementation process, it would be something to
consider in the future.
10

3/9/2022

Oregon budget law requires that we report the budget by fund, department, work unit and object level
(personnel, materials and services, capital, etc.), that detail will not go away.
11

3/9/2022

Kounovsky How much movement is there to public-private
- via email partnerships?

Central
Services

Kounovsky How much personnel change happens, both unfilled
- via email positions and firings?

Central
Services

Kounovsky How much data collection do we currently have? How
- via email much do we need to fill the information gap?

Central
Services

Kounovsky Do we have staff capacity for the level of analysis we
- via email need?

Central
Services

In regards to the Priority Based Budgeting Process, creating partnerships, whether public-private or
public-public, is one of the opportunities we can explore after we have a complete data set; if the
organization determines that a partnership is a good avenue to explore for revenue-building or budget
reductions.
12

3/9/2022

At this point, changes to personnel are not known. Changes to programs, including personnel increases or
decreases, would be determined once a program has been evaluated and a determination made on
whether personnel changes would benefit the budget and/or meet community/council goals.
13

3/9/2022

Currently we budget by department and work unit, which doesn't always translate to a program. For
example, our spending on unhoused services spans many departments, work units, and funds.
By moving to a PBB process, we will be able to quantify the gap in ways our current structure cannot,
which will help with understanding the true cost of service.
14

3/9/2022

Yes, teams have been assembled from each department/division to work on this project. One new, limited
duration position was created to manage the process (Strategic Initiative Project Manager, filled by Abby
Alway), and is paid for with ARPA funds.

Questions since April 27, 2022 Budget Committee Meeting
15 4/27/2022

K. Ryan via email

What is the Community Safety Initiative CAHOOTS
expansion funding providing?

Police

The FY23 Proposed Budget includes $161,732 in Community Safety Initiative funding towards the
Alternative Response strategy to expand the hours of services provided daily by CAHOOTS, over the
current contractual obligation of 31 hours per day.
Questions below are related to page 38 of the FY23 Proposed Budget document – Unhoused
Services by Funding Source

16 4/27/2022

K. Ryan - via
email

Please provide more details on what Community
Focused Patrols and Parking Enforcement are.

Central
Services

K. Ryan - via
email

How does the ongoing contribution to the HSC
overlap with what's listed on this page?

Central
Services

Community Focused Patrols - this funding is specifically for EPD overtime as a result of added police
presence/patrolling downtown and elsewhere to assist with unhoused response.
Parking Enforcement - includes funding for the 4 additional Neighborhood Service Officers discussed in
the meeting, as well as costs associated with vehicle towing and abatement, parking citations, NSO vehicle
maintenance, and administrative costs.
17 4/27/2022

The Lindholm Center and Year-round Dawn to Dawn sites listed as part of the Unhoused Services table on
page 38 are the only two services that also receive additional Human Services Commission (HSC)
contributions from the City of Eugene. HSC funds are administered by the County and are not shown as
part of this table.
18 4/27/2022

K. Ryan - via
email

For the programs listed is the City going through the
County for contracts or are they provided through the
HSC?

Central
Services

What is the Day Resource Center?

Central
Services

The unhoused services efforts listed are either executed by the City or in cooperation w/ the County
either directly or through the HSC.
19 4/27/2022

K. Ryan - via
email

This is funding for additional flexible resources to support outreach and housing navigation efforts. The
Day Resource Center, located at 450 W. 5th Ave., is a point of entry into the Homeless Services System
administered by Lane County. It will also provide a link to the variety of programs serving individuals at
risk of becoming homeless. While the City continues to seek an operator for the facility, it partnered with
White Bird Medical Clinic to provide space at no cost for mental, medical and behavioral health services,
and Community Outreach for Radical Empowerment to provide system navigation for youth and young
adults.
20 4/27/2022

K. Ryan - via
email

What is Homeless Services Programming?

K. Ryan - via
email

What is funded by the ongoing CDBG funded
contribution to HSC? In the FY22 budget it mentions
HSC funding for Station 7, First Place/Annex and
Egan, these aren't mentioned here.

Central
Services

Funding for two limited-duration positions in the City Manager's Office to coordinate/manage homeless
services and programs.
21 4/27/2022

Central
Services

Funding for the HSC totaling $1,285,000 in the FY23 proposed budget comes from these sources:

General Fund - $810,000 ongoing, $125,000 one-time for potential CDBG gap and the City’s
portion of contractor wages
CDBG - $350,000

This funding supports: (supported populations in parentheses):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Looking Glass Station 7 (unhoused youth);
Eugene Service Station (unhoused adults);
Dawn to Dawn program (unhoused adults);
The Hope and Safety Alliance (survivors of domestic and sexual violence);
First Place Family Center and The Annex Overnight Shelter (unhoused families with
children);
Relief Nursery (families with children under 5);
Food for Lane County Distribution and Dining Room (individuals experiencing food
insecurity);
Egan Warming Center (unhoused adults and youth);
Catholic Community Services (homeless and low-income adults and families);
Centro Latino Americano (Latino/a individuals and families); and
ShelterCare (unhoused and housing insecure individuals and families).

For more information on Housing, Unhoused Response, and Human Services see the related City Focus
section for these services which begins on page 57.
22 4/27/2022

K. Ryan - via
email

How long are Community Supported Shelter rest
stops currently funded through? Does the FY23
proposed budget include funding for these sites?

Central
Services

What legislation facilitated the state funding of $5.75
million?

Central
Services

Community Supported Shelter Rest-Stops are currently funded through FY23. The funding is a
combination of unspent FY22 dollars, CDBG-CV and CSI Funds.
23 4/27/2022

K. Ryan - via
email

The funding is part of HB5202 section 379. Attachment A is the letter of clarity that Rep Fahey submitted
on the record for this funding.
Section 379 of the bill includes this funding, beginning on page 44:
https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2022R1/Downloads/MeasureDocument/HB5202/Enrolled

Questions since May 11, 2022 Budget Committee Meeting
24 5/11/2022

K. Ryan

Request for list of Safe Sleep sites funded through
FY24.

CS/PW

Below is a list of all Safe Sleep Sites funded through FY23. Rest Stops and Micro-sites are included in this
list because they also are relying on one-time dollars. The third column is the number of units at each site.

Rest Stops

Safe Sleep Sites

25 5/11/2022

Jackson

Skinner City Farms
Empire Pond
Bertelson
Lot 9
Westmoreland
Graham Field House
Mission Micro-site
Firestation
Christian Science
Peace Psb.
410 Garfield
310 Garfield
Everyone Village
Rosa
Chase Commons

18
18
13
18
18
6
6
3
1
6
88
55
41
40
20

Request for information to provide a list of partners
that provide services with whom the City works.

Unified
Command
staff and
CMO, PDD

Here is a list of Providers with whom Homeless Services works most substantially on homeless
related issues (does not include partners/contractors the Unified Command works with outside
of homeless services to set-up and/or provide maintenance of the sites):
• Lane County
• St. Vincent DePaul
• Community Supported Shelters
• White Bird
• 15th Night
• Everyone Church
• Community Outreach for Radical Empowerment
• Square One Villages
• Carry It Forward
• HIV Alliance
26 5/11/2022

Cancel

Do we have demographic info on race, sex and age for
our homeless population?

CS

The best source of Demographic information can be found here: Homelessness in Lane County
and then clicking on the Population Data tile.

27 5/11/2022

Evans

Since there has been a change in administration, do
we know if the federal government will increase
funding for homelessness issues, including
infrastructure assistance?

CS

In addition to American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) dollars, the City will receive $4.7 million in HOME ARP to
primarily serve individuals or families experiencing homelessness, at risk of homelessness, fleeing or
attempting to flee domestic violence, and those at greatest risk of housing instability, with attention to
veterans meeting one or more of those categories.
The funds will be distributed through HUD directly to HOME jurisdictions. The funds need to be spent by
September 2030.

The Eugene-Springfield HOME Consortium Governing Board voted to approve the proposed HOME-ARP
Draft Allocation on May 17, 2022 and will be posted for a 15-day public comment period followed by a
public hearing. City Council will receive a Memo outlining the process, criteria, and draft allocation by the
end of May 2022. The Final Allocation will be considered in mid-June 2022. Next steps will include
submitting the allocation plan to HUD for approval, gaining access to the resources, and preparing a
Request for Proposals to solicit project proposals.
More information can be accessed at the Governing board website https://www.eugeneor.gov/282/HOME-Consortium-Governing-Board under 2022 Meeting information.
28 5/11/2022

Clark

How are the state housing capacity rules changing?

PDD

In 2019, the Oregon Legislature passed House Bill 2003, which aims to help communities meet their
housing needs by studying future housing needs and developing strategies that encourage the production
of housing to meet that need. The bill requires that Eugene adopt a Housing Capacity Analysis by
December 31, 2026 (including any needed measures to increase likelihood of higher density residential
development and/or an expansion of the urban growth boundary) and Housing Projection Strategy by
December 31, 2027. It also requires Eugene to adopt a new Housing Capacity Analysis every eight years
thereafter.
There are currently at least three separate processes happening at the state level that will impact how
Eugene plans for housing needs.

The first two efforts are related to HB 2003 and are based on direction provided by the Oregon
Legislature during the 2021 and 2022 sessions to the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and
Development. As a result of this direction, the state is currently discussing potential changes to the
following:
• How to allocate projected housing needs in a manner that is fair and equitable.
• How land within urban growth boundaries (UGBs) can be better utilized to increase housing types
and units, including the reduction of restrictive or outdated zoning regulations and the
appropriate conversion of commercial and employment uses to residential use.
• How the process and level of data necessary to establish the need for UGB adjustments can be
streamlined, while considering the protection of resource lands.
• How the regulatory review of UGB adjustments can be streamlined, while considering the
protection of resource lands.

Based on the current proposed timelines, it is anticipated that new laws related to these efforts would be
adopted as part of the 2023 Oregon Legislative Session.

In addition, based on an executive order from Governor Brown, the Land Conservation and Development
Commission is considering new administrative rules related to land use and transportation that would
apply to Eugene, that are focused on meeting climate pollution reduction goals. Among other things, the
rules, as drafted require that a city designate sufficient area to accommodate at least 30 percent of their
housing need in “climate friendly areas” such as in downtowns and along corridors. In addition, the draft
rules stipulate, that when a city proposes to expand its UGB, that it must demonstrate that it continues to
accommodate at least 30 percent of their housing need in “climate friendly areas.” It is anticipated that
LCDC will adopted these rules this month.
29 5/11/2022

Syrett

Request for more information on the ARPA funded
community supported childcare services.

CS

FY23 Proposed Use of ARPA $300K for Childcare Services

Childcare services in the community have been strained through the pandemic due to fluctuating safety
regulations, closure due to COVID cases, and challenges faced by the entire job market. In FY23 the City of
Eugene will support childcare services with ARPA funding to support system stabilization as childcare
providers emerge from pandemic impacts. Some funding will be used to stabilize the facility leased by the
Boys and Girls Club of Emerald Valley. The City owned Dr. Edwin L. Coleman Junior Community Center is
in need of a new HVAC system planned for replacement in FY23. This project will allow the Boys and Girls
Club the opportunity to focus resources on other building and program enhancements. Boys and Girls
Club is one of the largest youth services agencies in the area and a key childcare provider to west Eugene.
Pre-pandemic, youth visits to the facility exceeded 26000 in a year. Other funds set aside for this purpose
will be used to support other childcare and youth programs in the area. Staff will work with area agencies
to assess where and how one-time funding can be most helpful to the childcare system and families.
30 5/11/2022

Kashinsky

Request for more information on how contracting
process works in the budget for some service
providers, including if COLAs are built into contracts.
If contracts are increased to a higher rate than
approved on the budget, do those increases come
though on a supplemental budget?

CS

Request for more detailed information on dispatch
statistics for CAHOOTS:
• How many calls is CAHOOTS dispatched to?
• What percent of these calls is CAHOOTS the
only responder vs calls they respond with
other responders?

Police

This is on a case-by-case basis as contracts are negotiated. Some contracts have escalation built in;
however, budgets are built on an approved inflationary rate. If a department's contract increases above
that rate, the department manages the increase within the department's existing budget. Departments
can request a budget change during the budget process or in a supplemental budget process if they are
unable to cover a contract increase.
31 5/11/2022

PruceZimmerman

•
•
•
•
•

How often does this occur?
How many calls do other agencies respond to
instead of CAHOOTS?
How many calls do multiple agencies respond
to?
How often are there crossover scenarios?
How many unanswered calls are there where
CAHOOTS was deemed the best to respond
but did not?

Please see Attachment B, CAHOOTS program analysis update. The Community Safety Initiative (CSI)
presentation on May 18, 2022 will also include related information.
32 5/11/2022

Groves

Request for information for a breakdown of
emergency calls answered between basic life support
and the firefighter paramedics.

Fire

Request for more information about how 911 calls for
service actually play out on the street (what tasks are
handled by a Police Officer vs CAHOOTS).

Police

Please see Attachment C, for calendar year 2021 information on the breakdown between Advance Life
Support (ALS) and Basic Life Support (BLS) calls in the City of Eugene.
33 5/11/2022

Clark

Please see Attachment B, CAHOOTS program analysis update for types of calls CAHOOTS responds to. The
Community Safety Initiative (CSI) presentation on May 18, 2022 will also include related information.

Questions since May 18, 2022 Budget Committee Meeting
34 5/18/2022

Kounovsky

Request for more information about the number and
types of emergency response calls the City receives.

Staff are working on compiling this data.
35 5/18/2022

PruceZimmerman
/Cancel

Request for more detailed information on youth
prevention programs that the City offers.

Police

LRCS

Youth Prevention / Teen Empowerment Programs Operating in FY22:
• Youth Inclusion Program at Recreation Community Centers
• Support of the Resolve restorative justice program in west Eugene
• Vibe After School Drop-In program at Petersen Barn CC
• First round of Teen Empowerment Small Grants for Community partners (16)
• RAP Recreation Apprentice Program employment skills training at Petersen Barn
• River House Jr Instructor Development
• Development of Belonging Antiracist Curriculum for Teens
• Development of a Teen Advisory Council in coordination with the Mayor’s Youth Advisory
Committee.

Youth Prevention / Teen Empowerment Programs Operating and Developing in FY23
• Continued development and support of all FY22 programs
• Continued development of community partnerships, grants, and service opportunities
• Evening Teen Summer Drop-in Program M-F for outreach, engagement and community building
• Development of overarching program themes for 2023,
o Safe and Balanced Media: Tools to use social media in healthy and positive ways and avoid
pitfalls
o Pathways to Employment: job skills development program
o Teens in Power: Teen Advisory Council
• Programs and activities designed and facilitated through Teens in Power
36 5/18/2022

Ryan

Request for more information on grants given to
community organizations for youth programming

LRCS

You will find information about the grant application process on the City’s website: https://www.eugeneor.gov/4910/YTEP-Small-Grants
Please see Attachment D for a list of organizations that received grants.
37 5/18/2022

Cancel

Of the total number of emergency response calls the
City recieves, how many are EPD dispatched to?

Police

EPD was dispatched to 51,581 calls in 2021, that’s roughly 50% of all calls that came in to the comm
center over the course of the year. It might be helpful to understand that lack of dispatch is not the same
as a lack of response - it's still possible that if EPD isn't dispatched to a call, it may still require a response
in a different form.
38 5/18/2022

Cancel

Of the CSI recruiting funds, how much is being spent
on commercials and what is the rate of return.

In progress – an update will be provided when information is made available.

Police

Attachment A

February 28, 2022

Co-chairs Holvey and Girod and members of the Joint Subcommittee:
Upon request from stakeholders, I write to clarify intent for two aspects of the omnibus
budget report and appropriations contained in HB 5202-1.
For the allocations to local governments made in HB 5202-1, Section 379(4-12), funds are
intended to be used for services related to homelessness with reasonable sideboards to ensure
that best practices are being employed. In addition to hygiene services and outreach services,
funds may be used for infrastructure and operation of temporary shelters, camping sites,
parking sites, and navigation centers that have a maximum capacity of no more than 150
people, are connected to services, are low-barrier, and are voluntary for all individuals who
utilize them. In this context, “temporary” refers to a place for individuals to stay temporarily.
It is not intended to limit the use of funds to structures that are temporary. For instance, the
funds could be used for the purchase or renovation of a building, in addition to the costs
involved with setting up sanctioned tent encampment.
For the allocations to local governments made in HB 5202-1, Section 379(13-19), the intent
is for funding to be used by local governments for voluntary trash pick-up, abandoned
vehicle removal, and mitigation. Funds are not intended to be used to remove campsites or
vehicles where people are currently living and that are not abandoned.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rep. Julie Fahey
State Representative, House District 14

Attachment B
EUGENE POLICE DEPARTMENT CRIME ANALYSIS UNIT
300 County Club Road, Eugene, OR 97401

CAHOOTS Program Analysis 2021 Update
PURPOSE:
To gain a clear understanding of the CAHOOTS program regarding the nature and levels of activity
CAHOOTS personnel are involved with, both in conjunction with, and independent of, other emergency
services, and provide a synopsis of significant response changes in 2021.

In order to provide the most consistent and up to date information, the EPD Crime Analysis Unit conducts
an annual analytic review to gauge the impact the CAHOOTS program has on the Eugene Police
Department’s (EPD) activity levels.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
•
•

•

CAHOOTS divert rates remain between approximately 3% to 8% of EPD Calls For Service (CFS)
CAHOOTS called for backup from EPD in 301 instances in 2021
o CODE 3 Cover, or an immediate police emergency response with lights and siren, was
needed in ~8% of the backup calls
o Backup rates are higher in natures of calls that are traditionally dispatched to police, like
Criminal Trespass, Disputes, Etc.
Public demand for CAHOOTS program resources grew at a higher rate than the program response
o Public CFS with CAHOOTS associations increased by 8% in 2021
o The number of CFS arrived at by CAHOOTS resources increased by ~1%

METHOD:

Two tools have been created by the EPD Crime Analysis Unit to help examine data from the Computer
Aided Dispatch (CAD) system. Anecdotally, these two tools are referred to as the “CAHOOTS tool,” and the
“Annual Stats tool.” Both are interactive and reside on a closed EPD network, pulling their data from the
Eugene CAD system.
Due to the complexities and numerous variables, every effort will be made to be as thorough as possible
when describing various filters applied to the data to better understand the nature of CAHOOTS
involvement in the public safety system.
The examined data is inclusive from January 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021.

DISCUSSION:
CAHOOTS is a partner organization with the City of Eugene and is run through the White Bird Clinic. It is
currently dispatched via the same system as EPD and Eugene Springfield Fire (ESF) to a variety of calls,
diverting some from EPD and other emergency services, as well as handling a subset of unique calls that
wouldn’t normally be responded to by law enforcement. Calls for CAHOOTS come in through either the
emergency 911 system or the non-emergency line. Additionally, there are some calls that are selfinitiated, or calls where CAHOOTS vans are flagged down by individual members of the community. The
initial step in this analysis is to look at the nature and frequency of Calls for Service (CFS) within the CAD
system as they relate to CAHOOTS.
ALL CAHOOTS ASSOCIATIONS:

Figure 1 – 2021 Total CAHOOTS CAD Associations

In 2021 CAHOOTS had some level of activity in
22,055 public-initiated CFS. This number is not
indicative of a response, dispatch or arrival,
simply an association between a CAHOOTS unit
designator and an event in CAD. Figure 1 shows
all CAHOOTS associations by call nature. This
chart includes calls that may also have an
association with other emergency services.

Compared to the prior year, CAHOOTS-related
CFS increased with 1,561 (8%) more calls. The
prime drivers of the change were an increase in
“CAHOOTS Centric” CFS: Check Welfare, Assist
Public – Police and Transport. These will be
examined in greater depth later in the document.
The increase in CAHOOTS CFS is in-line with an overall increase in public demand for services.
ALL CAHOOTS DISPATCHED CFS:
In 2021, CAHOOTS was dispatched to 18,106
public-initiated CFS. This includes calls that are
both CAHOOTS only and a joint response with
other emergency services. It is a subset of the calls
in Figure 1. Lack of dispatch can be for a variety of
reasons ranging from a call not requiring a
response, to a caller not providing complete
information, or a caller calling back and canceling a
call. CAHOOTS dispatch rates are higher than EPD
due to the nature of the calls they receive.
CAHOOTS calls are generally not for information
only or calls to report a past crime, those types of
calls, which are common for EPD, are often not
dispatched.

Figure 2 – 2021 Total CAHOOTS Dispatched CFS

Dispatched CAHOOTS calls increased by 1% (or 224 more) over the previous year. The 2021 change in
dispatch rates are disproportional to the increase in overall CFS associations (Figure 1). This may be
indicative of a capacity issue. Both Check Welfare and Assist Public calls saw increases of ~5% per year
while dispatched CFS for Transports dropped by 24%. Dispatched CFS for Suicidal Subjects saw an
increase 18% (+243).
ALL CAHOOTS ARRIVED CFS:

Figure 3 – 2021 Total CAHOOTS Response

In 2021 there were 16,218 public-initiated CFS
(Figure 3) where CAHOOTS was both dispatched
and arrived. This number is a sub-set of Figure 2
and includes CAHOOTS-only activity as well as
CAHOOTS activity in conjunction with other
emergency services. A variance in dispatch and
arrival rates is common with service calls. It is
often caused by the call being canceled after
dispatch and is not indicative of a non-availability
of services. Due to the delay between a call being
received, dispatched, and resources arriving on
scene, a caller may call back and report the
subject of the call is no longer on scene.

CAHOOTS’ overall arrival rate is 89% of all
dispatched CFS, and 89% for the top 3 CFS natures they typically respond to. Their arrival rate for
Suicidal Subject calls is slightly higher at 91%. The response rates are nearly identical to 2020 numbers.
In 2021 CAHOOTS arrived at 317 more CFS than in 2020 (+2%), as noted in the “Dispatched CFS” section
this is not proportional to the 8% overall increase in associated CFS (Fig 1).
ALL CAHOOTS ONLY CFS ASSOCIATIONS:

Figure 4 shows all 2021 Public-initiated CFS
where only CAHOOTS has an association to the
call in the CAD system. There are no other
emergency services associated to the call. These
calls are a subset of Figure 1 (All CAHOOTS
Associations). This does not indicate either
dispatch or arrival.

Figure 4 – 2021 CAHOOTS Only CAD Associations

Associated CAHOOTS-only calls increased by 7%
(+ 1,202), this is in-line with the 8% overall
increase in associations (Fig 1) Their main
increases were in CFS for Assist Public – Police (+
560), Check Welfare (+ 814) and Suicidal Subject
(+287) Transport CFS decreased by 17% in 2021
which follows a 39% decrease in 2020. While
Transports remain one of the primary CFS for CAHOOTS, the nature has been halved since 2019 when it

made up 25% of their total call volume. It is likely that the pandemic, and associated stay-at-home orders
and reductions in service, had a significant impact on the service requests.
CAHOOTS ONLY ARRIVED CFS:

Figure 5 – 2021 CAHOOTS Only Response

Figure 5 indicates 2021 public-initiated CFS
where CAHOOTS was the only unit that was both
dispatched and arrived on scene. There were
14,212 CFS that fit these criteria, that is an
increase of 207 CFS over 2020. The difference
between dispatch (15,781) and arrival is 1,569.
The ARRIVED calls are a subset of Figure 3 (all
CAHOOTS arrived). These numbers do not include
calls where CAHOOTS called for backup from
other emergency services after arriving on scene.
Divert rate will be discussed later, however
14,212 should be the base-line number for
beginning any divert calculations. It indicates a
call that may have gone to emergency services
but was diverted to CAHOOTS, without
intervention or support from emergency services.

While CAHOOTS-only calls with any association (Figure 4) saw a 7% increase in total volume, those calls
where a CAHOOTS unit was dispatched and arrived only experienced an increase of ~1%. Further, this
subset of calls had a similar shift in volume and rankings of its largest three categories, although they still
contributed 82% of total volume, this has remained consistent since 2019. These shifts consisted of a 496
(23%) reduction of Transports and increases in the other two – Assist Public-Police and Check Welfare at
223 (5%) and 278 (6%), respectively. In addition, the arrival rate for CAHOOTS-only dispatched
CAHOOTS-only CFS remained steady at approximately 90% which is unchanged since 2019.
JOINT CAHOOTS / EPD CFS:
Figure 6 shows the 1,958 joint CFS where both
CAHOOTS and EPD dispatched and arrived at the
call. These calls are a subset of calls in figure 3 (all
CAHOOTS arrived) and include CFS where
CAHOOTS called for backup from EPD. These gross
joint CFS numbers do not differentiate which units
arrived on scene first.

Unlike the preceding categories of calls, joint calls
between CAHOOTS and EPD saw no shift in total
volume, with >1% more (+1) CFS. There was an
increase in joint Check Welfare, and a decrease in
the number of both Suicidal Subject and Dispute
CFS with a joint response.

Figure 6 – 2021 Joint EPD / CAHOOTS CFS

CAHOOTS BACKUP CALLS:

Figure 7 – 2021 CAHOOTS Calls Requiring Backup

Figure 7 illustrates 301 CFS where CAHOOTS
called for backup from law enforcement. The calls
are a subset of Figure 6 (joint calls).
To be included in the backup category, ALL of the
following criteria had to be met:
•
•
•

The call was dispatched to CAHOOTS ONLY
CAHOOTS arrived on scene
EPD was dispatched and arrived after
CAHOOTS arrived on scene

The percentage of calls beginning as a CAHOOTS
ONLY response and then requiring backup
remained consistent staying at approximately 2%
overall since 2019.

In the initial 2019 analysis we identified that looking outside of the CAHOOTS typical top ten call types
increased the percentage of calls requiring backup from EPD. When looking at the majority of activities
within the top 10 natures, the percent of backup requested remained steady at approximately 2%, with
the only exception being “Disorderly Subject” calls that required backup 11% of the time in 2021. For
example, “Criminal Trespass,” backup was requested 29 times out of 38 CAHOOTS responses where they
arrived and located the subject. That equates to CAHOOTS requesting backup in 76% of the CAHOOTS
ONLY Criminal Trespass CFS. For the top 3 natures making up the bulk of CAHOOTS responses, the
backup rate has remained a consistent 2% average. The term backup does not indicate an emergency
response, it simply indicates that after CAHOOTS arrived on scene it was determined additional police
response was required.
EXPLANATION OF CAHOOTS TOP NATURES:
1. ASSIST PUBLIC- POLICE (5,791 dispatched): This nature is not considered a traditional police
call. It generally involves non-emergency service requests from the public, from counseling, to
injury evaluation after a person declined to be evaluated by a medic, to providing general services.
CAHOOTS arrived at 5,058 of the Assist Public calls. They make up 36% of the total call volume
that CAHOOTS is dispatched to.
2. CHECK WELFARE (5,546 dispatched): The CAHOOTS Welfare Check nature is generally
separate from the EPD Welfare Check. Dispatch makes the determination at the time of the call
that the caller does not appear to require a law enforcement response, or the caller specifically
requests CAHOOTS. CAHOOTS arrived at 5,022 of the Welfare Checks. They make up 35% of the
total call volume CAHOOTS is dispatched to.
3. TRANSPORT (1,781 dispatched): A CAHOOTS transport call generally involves moving an
individual, often unhoused and in need, or dealing with mental health issues, from one location to
another for non-emergency services. For example: an individual may need to get from a dusk-todawn site to a hospital for non-emergency issues. CAHOOTS arrived at 1,587 of the Transport
calls. Transport calls make up 11% of the total call volume CAHOOTS is dispatched to.

To better understand the natures, the following are random samples from the calls of these natures,
which were dispatched to CAHOOTS personnel. These calls are indicative of those in the nature, although
not all inclusive, the CFS details below have been shortened:

1. Assist Public:
• (20218100) SEE INC # 20-217964 CALLER (C/) BACK ON THE LINE STILL REQUESTING
CAHOOTS LOC/ IN FRONT OF MENS SIDE OF MISSION, C/ REQ CAHOOTS FOR HOUSING
OPTIONS. C/ WAS AT THE WOMENS MISSION
• (20163284) LOC/ NEAR THE PLAYGROUND I/ 29YOF IS DAUGHTER OF COMP COMP REQ
CAHOOTS COME TO COUNSEL AND ASSESS HER MENTAL HEALTH
2. Check Welfare:
• (20108031) MALE SEEMS TO BE HAVING AN ARGUMENT WITH HIMSELF SEEMS UNSTABLE.
NO WEAPONS OBS C/ THINKS HE NEEDS SOMEONE TO CHECK ON HIM. LOC/ WANDERING
AROUND AT THE INTERSECTION NOT IN THE ROAD WAY. {4J79} SUBJ REFUSED SERVICES
• (20274898) I/ APPEARS TO BE HAVING MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS I/ MAKING STATEMENTS
THAT DON`T MAKE SENSE SAYING HUNDREDS OF DOGS ARE OUTSIDE TRYING TO EAT HIM
C/ REQ CAHOOTS C/ REQ CAHOOTS DO WELFARE CHECK. {1J77} SUBJ REFUSED SERVICES
3. Transport:
• (20108189) I/ REQ CAHOOTS DECLINES MEDIC, TRAN TO UDH I/ WILL BE WAITING
OUTSIDE ON THE SOBERING SIDE. NO COLD, FLU, OR COUGH, NO FEVER, NO SOB. C/ BACK
ON THE LINE, ADVI I/ IS REQUESTING MEDICS NOW, LEFT HOSPITAL AMA YESTERDAY, NOW
REQ MEDICS BECAUSE HE IS IN A LOT OF PAIN. CAHOOTS IS ON THE WAY, PT OKAY WITH
WAITING FOR CAHOOTS.
• (20043253) I/ REQ CAHOOTS FOR TRAN, UNK WHERE I/ NEEDS TO MOVE. C/ BACK ON LINE
ADVI THAT I/ IS NOW ACROSS THE STREET BY STOP SIGN I/ HAD FALLEN WHEN HE WAS
MOVING BUT STILL C&B

CAHOOTS DIVERTS:

Divert Criteria: For a call to be considered a divert, ALL of the following criteria must be true:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The call is received by call center
Police are normally dispatched to the call nature
The call is dispatched to, and arrived at by, an outside agency
No EPD resources are dispatched to the call

Dispatch versus non-dispatched calls: This is one area where CAHOOTS and EPD numbers differ
significantly. The term “dispatched” indicates that physical resources (individuals) have been sent to the
scene of activity in order to render assistance or investigate activity.

For CAHOOTS, a non-dispatched call indicates there is no activity that occurs, or no response. A typical
example of this is when a member of the public calls in, the call is placed in the queue waiting for
available resources, and due to a time lapse from the initial call, the caller calls back and states the subject
is no longer there, or no longer in need of assistance. The call is never dispatched to CAHOOTS.
For EPD a non-dispatched call often still carries a burden of activity, including the filing of reports, the
gathering of information and possible future activity. A typical example of this is a call for Theft From
Vehicle. In 2021 there were 2,624 CFS to EPD of this nature and the agency dispatched personnel to
approximately 104 (~3%) of those calls. Officers are generally not needed on scene to file a report.

Despite personnel not being physically sent to the scene, the agency still has multiple individuals and
staff-hours dedicated to these events.

The distinction between the two agency responses becomes important when calculating diverts. We must
look first at all CFS dispatched, and arrived at, by CAHOOTS only (Fig. 5: 14,212); that number must be
compared to the total CFS volume for both agencies (Fig. 8 below). In 2020 there were 109,854 Public
CFS placed to the call center.
Figure 8 – All EPD Public-Initiated CFS in 2021
Calculating the divert rate of CAHOOTS for EPD
activity is not as simple as removing all calls
associated to CAHOOTS from the total number
of CFS received by the call center. It needs to be
capable of answering the question: “If
CAHOOTS services weren’t available, how many
additional calls would EPD need to handle?” To
address that specific question, the four divert
criteria listed at the beginning of this section must be met.

If we incorrectly assume that ALL calls associated with (Figure 1: 22,055), dispatched to (Figure 2:
18,106), or handled by only CAHOOTS (Figure 5: 14,212) would be dispatched to police if CAHOOTS
services were not available, then we have gross divert rates of: ~20%, ~16%, or ~12% respectively.

However, as discussed when examining call natures, the top 3 CAHOOTS CFS natures: Assist Public
(5,058), Check Welfare (5,022), and Transport (1,587) are not traditionally law enforcement calls and
would likely not be dispatched to police. The majority of these calls are received by the call center
because of the partnership with CAHOOTS; the public is aware that CAHOOTS services are accessed
through calling 911 or the non-emergency number and it artificially inflates the total call volume to
emergency services.

If all calls in the top three CFS which are CAHOOTS-centric (11,667 sum from above), are removed from
the total of CAHOOTS only responses, we are left with 2,545 CFS (Fig. 5 – 11,667), which are likely
diverts. This equates to an overall divert rate of ~2%

If we look only at dispatched calls for both agencies (68,427) and subtract out the removed CAHOOTS
natures (11,667) we are left with 56,760 total dispatched CFS, of which 2,545 were handled by CAHOOTS,
which would equate to ~4% divert rate of dispatched calls.

Check Welfare calls, handled solely by CAHOOTS, are the most challenging call nature to differentiate
from traditional law enforcement CFS. A 2019 analysis of a random sample of 200 Check Welfare calls by
dispatchers, estimated that approximately 74% (148 of 200) of these types of calls would likely be
dispatched to police if CAHOOTS resources weren’t available. If we apply this percentage to the larger
group of Check Welfare CFS dispatched to CAHOOTS in 2021 (5,546), we are left with 4,104 CFS that may
be sent to police (diverts). Using this methodology, the number of divert calls for CAHOOTS has remained
steady year-over-year, ranging between 3% and 8%, for overall and dispatched CFS, respectively.
SUMMARY:

CAHOOTS is a valued partner within the city of Eugene and provides a needed service within the
community. In examining interplay between EPD and CAHOOTS, they are partner organizations where
they both meet specific and unique needs. Additionally, CAHOOTS and EPD are often jointly dispatched to
CFS to meet those needs.

CAHOOTS diverts calls from EPD, however it is not the 17-20% reported by just looking at the total
number of CAHOOTS associated calls compared to all EPD calls. Even with a full and comprehensive study
of calls responded to by CAHOOTS, it is not possible to find an exact divert rate for a specified time
period. It is likely that the true divert rate falls between approximately 3% - 8%.

Additionally, EPD does provide backup for some CFS where CAHOOTS was the only unit initially assigned.
EPD rates of CAHOOTS requesting backup are higher than what has previously been reported in
the news media. “Traditional” CAHOOTS-centric calls: Check Welfare, Assist Public and Transport had
relatively low divert rates, whereas traditionally police-centric calls, like Criminal Trespass, had
significantly higher instances of CAHOOTS requiring backup from the police.
Further, the COVID19 pandemic did little to change this relationship in 2020 or 2021, merely shifting the
mix of activities as a result of a new landscape. Many activities considered to be exclusively “outside” and
“inside” saw decreases and increases, respectively. While this modified where CAHOOTS and EPD
partners met public need, overall demand for CAHOOTS services, the programs contribution to EPD
workload, and overall responsiveness by CAHOOTS personnel changed little.
Compiled by: Eugene Police Crime Analysis Unit
Current as of: May 17th, 2022

Contact: Ryan Skiles, CAU Manager // rskiles@eugene-or.gov
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For the purpose of this report, a response is defined as at least one unit dispatched and arriving on-scene of an incident. Eugene
incidents are defined as dispatched within the 4EUG and 4RIR districts. The total number of medic responses counts each incident in
which at least one medic of either type responded to the call. The number of ALS responses and the number of BLS responses counts the
number of incidents in which at least one medic of the appropriate type responded to the call. Because incident situations and unit needs
change throughout the life of the call, ALS and BLS units may have a response to the same call.
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For the purpose of this report, a response is defined as at least one unit dispatched and arriving on-scene of an incident. Eugene
incidents are defined as dispatched within the 4EUG and 4RIR districts. The total number of medic responses counts each incident in
which at least one medic of either type responded to the call. The number of ALS responses and the number of BLS responses counts the
number of incidents in which at least one medic of the appropriate type responded to the call. Because incident situations and unit needs
change throughout the life of the call, ALS and BLS units may have a response to the same call.
Emergency calls are identified using the same methodology as the Ambulance Service Area report following the Lane Code Chapter
18.015 and the ProQA designation. Calls which did not go through the ProQA Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) may still be responded to
as emergent but are not represented below. A common example of this type of incident is a call in which the caller is unable to answer
the ProQA medical questions but the nature of the call appears emergent. BLS responses to emergent calls are generally as a result of
the situation found on-scene by the first arriving unit.
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Title of proposed program

CSI community Partner Small Grants Program

Organization Name (if applicable)
Back2Youth

Please describe your proposed program/project.

Habitat Restoration at Hendricks Park This proposed project would support up to 12 youth to participate in habitat restoration
in both the forest and the rhododendron garden at Hendricks Park. Specifically, youth
would receive training and supervision to learn about native plants and invasive plants in
the park. They would participate in removing invasive species, learning plant
identification and weeding skills. They would participate in returning a part of the park to
a more natural habitat. Youth would have the opportunities to work with experienced
plant experts and to work with a group of dedicated park staff.

Attachment D

Lane county

$2,216

$4,000

How much is
requested
from YTEP (up
Where will the program take place? to $4,000)?

06/21/2022 to 07/26/2022

The program will take place in Hendricks
Park, Eugene.

How many youth and teens
When?
will be served?

The program would run January-March
2023 and April -May 2023 ( 8 weeks
each session)

$4,000

Up to 12 youth would be
served by this grant ( 6 in the
winter and 6 in the spring of
2023)

$4,000

Programs take place monthly and we
post newsletters on the 1st of each
month with program details
(where/when/dates/times).

Alluvium Church at 810 W 3rd Ave,
Eugene OR 97402

Teens are picked up at their location and
taken to a centralized location which
ranges each month from Bowling to
miniature golf to Laser Tag. We call
ahead and make reservations in advance
when possible.

20-Dec We hope to start our program officially
in June 2022, although we are able to
start sooner. We would like to do two
months of recruitment, followed by 6
months of volunteering. We also hope
to host 2 separate events at the end of
the 6 months of volunteering.

We offer Active Teens
monthly at 10 sites in Lane
County to a total of 400
households; we have a
maximum of 20 youth for each
event.

Back2Youth has 11 summer day camps planned between June and July and four days are 15-20
planned in conjunction with the city of Eugene. The programs are: SBCC on June 28th,
Biking on July 5th, IK and SOT on July 14th, and rafting on July 26th.

Cornerstone Community Housing provides programs within affordable housing
community centers across Eugene and Springfield. Part of our programming includes the
Active Teens program, designed specifically for youth ages 13-21 this fun program
provides off-site field trips to fun destinations all over town. The goal is to provide safe
activities for youth with healthy snacks and a goal of reducing screen time and getting
kids active and moving. Bowling, Miniature Golf, Round One, Disc Golf, Laser Tag and
other events help keep teens motivated, trying out new things, and meeting other teens
from around the community. We provide transportation for anyone who signs up to join
us.

Capacity building for summer day
camps.

Friends of Hendricks Park

Active Teens

We propose a project lasting a total of 8 months, including 2 months of recruitment,
followed by 6 months of community service and education.

Funds from the City of Eugene will support supplies and gear for youth.

Cornerstone Community Housing

Alluvium Generosity Market

Alluvium

The community service will consist of helping to operate the Alluvium Free Market. The
goal of this market is to feed and clothe those who are under-served, including families,
the unhoused, and the housing insecure. Working in this market instills into youths the
importance of altruism and volunteerism. The market features organizational and
leadership training opportunities. We also host sewing, cooking, and bicycle repair, so it's
also an opportunity to learn several important life skills and to also see those skills in
action in the service of those less fortunate. We also will host additional educational and
training opportunities, including lectures from community leaders.
At the end of 6 months, we also will host several activities. These will include a one-day
retreat in cooperation with the River House Outdoor Center, as a reward for their work
over a six month period. We also will hold a late afternoon activity, where involved teens
can talk about the lessons that they learned during their volunteer experiences.

Title of proposed program
Invention Lab

CSI community Partner Small Grants Program

Organization Name (if applicable)
Connected Lane County

Please describe your proposed program/project.

Invention Lab is a paid four-week internship for students historically marginalized from
STEM fields, specifically youth who identify as Black, Indigenous or People of Color
(BIPOC). Youth focus on learning and applying skills in computer science, manufacturing
technology, and human centered design towards collaborative projects.

UCYT: Counselor in Training Program Upstart Crow Youth Theater is a year round non profit performing arts organization that
serves kids ages 3-18. Each summer we offer a ten week summer camp program for kids
of all ages in a variety of themes. In 2020 we developed the Upstart Counselor-inTraining Program, for teens who are interested in preparing for future summer camp
assistant paid positions. Youth ages 13-17 are eligible to attend and after the end of their
60 hour commitment they have learned the basic job skills and functions required to be a
summer camp assistant.

Solid Strides

Solid Strides Low-Barrier Middle and Solid Strides is a horse welfare-based research and educational non-profit that is reducing
barriers to entry for historically excluded populations. We serve children and adults in the
High School Summer Camp
greater Eugene area, and support aspiring riders by actively inviting those with racial,
ethnic, gender, sexuality or socio-economic barriers to entry into equestrian sports,
offering pathways for both recreational riders and those with ambition to become
professionals in the industry. In addition, we partner with other local community
organizations to offer culturally specific programming. We propose to fund our Middle
and High School Summer Camps with this grant.
By offering a variety of low-barrier and/or population-specific entry points into our
program we allow people to explore our programs and build trust incrementally. We
offer one-day Redefining Equestrian camps for non-white riders, low-barrier summer
camps, and regular lesson programs.

Upstart Crow Youth Theater

UCYT: Pride Camp

This project offers an in-depth equestrian experience. We cover equine
behavior/communication, lifestyle/housing, nutrition, parts of the horse, biomechanics,
how to be a good ground support person, and introduce fundamental riding skills in this
program.

Upstart Crow Youth Theater

12 July 5-8 for Middle School kids, July 2528 for High School kids

30 9am-3pm, June 27 - July 22, 2022

This program will take place at our
primary location: 84675 Hideaway Hills
Branch Road, Eugene, OR 97405

SparkLab, 22 West 7th Ave. Eugene,
97401

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

How much is
requested
from YTEP (up
Where will the program take place? to $4,000)?

Summer months (July-AugustSeptember) 2022

All camps and CIT programs are offered
at the main Upstart campus located in
the Whitaker neighborhood at 855 W.
1st Avenue.

$4,000

How many youth and teens
When?
will be served?

Up to 6 teens per week are
selected to two 30 hour
weeks. In 2021 we had 22
teens participate in the CIT
program program.

This program will take place in August,
2022

The PRIDE summer camp will take place
at Upstart Crow Youth Theater and the
participation in the City of Eugene PRIDE
celebration will occur at a local
neighborhood park area (Day Island
Park).

Upstart Crow Youth Theater (UCYT) is a 501c(3) non-profit performing arts organization Up to 20 teens participate in
serving Lane County youth, ages 2-18. Our mission is to provide access to performing arts pride week
education to all children, regardless of socioeconomic status, race, ability, gender,
experience or background, the opportunity to experience the life-enhancing impacts of
the performing arts in a safe, welcoming, and inclusive environment.Upstart Crow Youth
Theater will participate in the 2nd annual PRIDE Camp. This is an entire week dedicated
to LGBTQIA2S+ and providing an affirming space for teens ages 13-17 while exploring
queer, trans, and nonbinary communities (both past and present) impact on culture,
history, and life today.

Please describe your proposed program/project.

How much is
requested
from YTEP (up
Where will the program take place? to $4,000)?

$4,000

How many youth and teens
When?
will be served?

8:00am to 5:30pm

Westmoreland/Coleman Community
Center/Boys & Girls Club

Empowering Teens for Tomorrow

$4,000

25 Summer/Fall/Spring 2022-23

Arc Park and other Eugene Based Parks
(TBD)

This summer the B&G Club will provide 30 middle school and older teens access to an all 30 to 40 over the course of
day (8am to 5:30pm) summer camp experience that is tailored to meet their interests
the summer
and development levels. Their Club summer experience will include receiving three
meals a day to ensure their nutritional needs are met, they will also have support for
academic development in our Summer Brain Gain program, social emotional
development in our SMART Leaders program, and horizon expanding opportunities each
week during field trips that include swimming to campus tours.

Health & Wellness: Yoga, Dance, Boffing
Outdoor Adventure: Bike riding clinic, Adaptive recreation, Geocaching
Family Events: Cultural events, Concerts & plays, Annual carnival
Nature Based Education: Astronomy star watching parties, Nature walks, Scavenger hunts
Sensory Experiences: Music therapy, Sensory painting, Potions & science activities
Art in the Park: Art festivals, Art clinics, Arts & crafts activities

$4,000

AccessAbility

Summer Teen Club

We serve 61 teens between 14 We will do teen club one afternoon a
The program will be based at
and 18 in Eugene. This
week - what afternoon will be based on Maplewood Meadows on Matt Drive.
opportunity will be open to all feedback received from the teens.
We will move to different Public
of them with the hope that at
Housing locations as desired by the
least 40% attend.
participants based on who attends. We
will provide transportation to youth
from other sites.

The Arc will empower teens with intellectual and developmental disabilities through
structured recreational opportunities in an accessible and inclusive space to foster better
personal health, encourage social engagement, and enrich individual lives.
We envision creating a recreation program that will foster better personal health,
encourage social engagement, and enrich lives. The following is a list of potential
recreation programs: (actual activities will be determined by youth participating in the
activities based on interest).

Title of proposed program

CSI community Partner Small Grants Program

Organization Name (if applicable)
Boys & Girls Clubs of Emerald Valley

The Arc of Lane County

Homes for Good Foundation

Through this funding we hope to do two things. The first, is select two teens at two of our
low income housing sites to help with our Summer Lunch Program in partnership with
Food for Lane County. This grant would allow us to pay this position a stiped of $1000
each for the summer to help daily with distributing summer lunches and helping once a
week with Kids Club - an opportunity for crafts, games, and activities for elementary aged
children. This would allow those youth to get paid work experience and build skills
without having to consider transportation or other barriers. In addition to the work
opportunity, all teens from our sites in Eugene will be invited to a weekly teen meetup
(transportation will be provided). Twice monthly this group will do fun programming
(movies, games) and twice a month there will be educational opportunities including
information about renting, how to make a resume or fill out a job application, financial
aid, and information about to get involved with trades. The opportunities for this group
will be determined by the youth and will help us work towards establishing a Youth
Advisory Council for Homes for Good programing.

Title of proposed program

CSI community Partner Small Grants Program

Organization Name (if applicable)
Life Skills for Independent Living
Experiences for Teens

Please describe your proposed program/project.

After and Out of School (AOS) Female Ophelia's Place will provide a safe and supportive environment for female youth to
Youth Empowerment Program
engage in empowering out of school learning opportunities, while benefiting from the
support of peers and female adult mentorship. Activities, groups and workshops will
focus on Science, Tech, Engineering, and Math (STEM), creative arts, music, writing and
dance, LGBTQ+ and multicultural themes.

KindTree - Autism Rocks

Ophelia's Place

2022/23 Private Lesson Program

How many youth and teens
When?
will be served?

$4,000

$4,000

$4,000

How much is
requested
from YTEP (up
Where will the program take place? to $4,000)?

Classes will be scheduled during
KindTree - Autism Rocks is requesting
regular monthly venue space in which to
weekday hours of 4pm and 6pm.
Field Trips to be scheduled on weekends hold our in-person STiLE classes. Most
or on days when schools are closed.
are held at the Hilyard Community
KindTree would like to begin this
Center, however, in the fall we would
program in September 2022, when our like to extend offerings to include
Fall Session begins.
classes in other ares of Lane County.
Our Field Trips will be to area locations
such as the Eugene Science Center,
Bricks and Minifigs, Round One, Putters,
etc.

Eugene, Oregon

55 ESA will issue a call for nominations to The majority of lessons will take place at
approximately 24 local schools in
Eugene Symphony musicians' private
September 2022. ESA will notify
residences, as most musicians teach
selected students in October/November from home. If students are not able to
2022, with lessons beginning as soon as travel or do not have transportation,
possible and extending through June 30, teachers may travel to students'
2023.
residences. A small number of lessons
involving large musical instruments (for
example, percussion lessons) may take
place in the Studio at the Hult Center.

100 June 2022-May 2023

Based on feedback and surveys from service providers, parents, and participants in the
40 to 120 teens depending on
community, the goal of the Life Skills for Independent Living Experiences for Teens is to the number of classes offered
expand services through education and outreach for individuals with autism and related
disabilities throughout Oregon by implementing STiLE Life Skills Classes specifically
focused on the areas of Daily Routines, Communication and Social Interactions, Financial
Management, and Job Development.
Objectives:
1. Create curriculum and online programming that enhances life skills development
throughout Oregon for individuals with autism and related disabilities.
2. Hire qualified and knowledge instructors and Medicaid billing assistance. The most
challenging obstacle and greatest need.
3. Outreach to all organizations in Oregon serving similar populations.
4. Implement a monthly Field Trip component. Arrange locations, transportation,
funding, and qualified staffing.

Eugene Symphony Association

As the only professional orchestra serving Oregon's Lane, Linn, Douglas, Benton, and
Jackson counties, the Eugene Symphony Association (ESA) is a cornerstone of the
performing arts in the southern Willamette Valley. ESA is committed to nurturing the
next generation of musicians through unique artistic development opportunities.
Recognizing that many young people in local schools may lack the resources to further
pursue their musical interests or strengthen their skills, ESA launched its Private Lesson
Program (PLP) in 2021 to provide dedicated, low-income students with scholarships for
one-on-one music instruction with professional Eugene Symphony musicians.
Based on positive feedback, ESA seeks to sustain and expand the PLP during the coming
academic year (September 1, 2022 - June 30, 2023), providing scholarships to 55
students, each receiving 12 in-person lessons (30 - 60 minutes each). Twenty of these
scholarships will be dedicated to BIPOC youth. All students will receive a $50 stipend for
instrument maintenance/music supplies, and ESA will rent instruments for students who
need them.

Sharing Human Nature

We propose to develop a research-informed group for youth aged 11-14 which focuses
on teaching future-adults ways to develop mindfulness practices to prevent or alleviate
depression and anxiety through time spent in nature. We will recruit youth with Oregon
Health Plan insurance to participate in a 4-week, community-based therapeutic group.
Group will be lead by Qualified Mental Health Professionals (QMHP) and Associates
(QMHA) counselors who will design experiential lessons and activities based on current
research that evidences mindfulness and self-compassion practices mitigate the impact
depression and anxiety can have on adolescents into adulthood. They will take place in
local parks and open nature spaces to introduce underprivileged youth to positive
community outdoor settings, to facilitate their connection with themselves and their
surroundings, and to challenge an implicit modern message that "nature is in the past,
electronics are the future".
Through a combination of large and small group activities, as
well as individual weekly home practice, we aim for youth to develop and practice skills
to integrate into their families, social environment,

Please describe your proposed program/project.

Youth Adventure Program

Title of proposed program

CSI community Partner Small Grants Program

Organization Name (if applicable)
OSLC Community Programs Inc.

City of Eugene (Police Department)

The EPD Community Engagement Team (CET) would like to do a pilot adventure activity
program with local youth this summer. This activity would enable the EPD to partner with
the Bethel School District, and the City of Eugene's Recreation Program. The activity will
be a rafting trip in town with class II rapids. Class II rapids are defined as easy rapids with
smaller waves. The activity will take 3 hours, plus travel time.
EPD's Youth Services Officer that is assigned to Bethel School District will arrange for 6
girls to join 6-7 EPD staff members for the activity. She will make every effort to recruit
students that have been traditionally disenfranchised in our society.
EPD staff will volunteer, detach and/or exchange their time. We will need seven staff
members. Six participants and one person to drive a passenger van to drop off and pickup participants. No overtime will be used or authorized for this activity.
Students and staff will take 2 rafts with each raft holding 6 participants, plus a trained
guide. This service costs approximately $540.00, with a total cost of $1040.00 including a
lunch, and t-shirt for participants.

$1,240

$4,000

How much is
requested
from YTEP (up
Where will the program take place? to $4,000)?

4-Jun-22 Eugene, OR

Summer 2022, starting in June after the Open nature settings and parks in
school year ends and run for four week, Eugene. Families for whom
roughly through mid-July.
transportation is a barrier will receive
support from leaders to alleviate this
barrier.

How many youth and teens
When?
will be served?

10 youth and teens in the
group.

6

Title of proposed program
Recreational and Cultural Activities
for Latinx youth

CSI community Partner Small Grants Program

Organization Name (if applicable)
Centro Latino Americano

Please describe your proposed program/project.

Fall 2022-Spring 2023

How many youth and teens
When?
will be served?

Centro Latino Americano is in the process of creating a youth group whose goals are to
36-45
promote personal growth, biculturalism, and self-confidence in Latinx youth. In order to
determine the goals for this program, we held two focus groups during which Latinx
youth between 13 and 19 years of age provided input for the design and structure of the
program. They told us what activities would be beneficial for them to heal, grow, learn,
acquire self-confidence and leadership skills in a setting that represents and validates
their cultures and experiences.
With the students' input, we have designed a pilot program that will take place in the fall,
2022. This 1st session will consist of 5 weeks of activities during which youth will gather 2
times per week, once during the week and once during the weekend. The after school
activities will include art projects, learning about the history and tradition of the Day of
the Dead, story telling and more. The weekend activities will include nature outings,
biking, cooking and dance lessons.
We will offer 2 more sessions during spring and winter. The content for these 2 sessions
will be determined prior to those sessions by enrolled students.

$4,000

How much is
requested
from YTEP (up
Where will the program take place? to $4,000)?

The activities during the week will take
place at CentroÂ´s facilites. The
weekend activities will take place in
different locations in Eugene and
Springfield, Oregon

